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ABSTRACT

We have surveyed ∼0.1–100MeV nucleon−1 O and Fe fluence spectra during 46 isolated, large gradual SEP
events observed at ACE during solar cycles 23 and 24. Most SEP spectra are well represented by the four-
parameter Band function with a normalization constant, low-energy spectral slope, high-energy spectral slope, and
break energy. The O and Fe spectral slopes are similar and most spectra steepen above the break energy, probably
due to common acceleration and transport processes affecting different ion species. SEP spectra above the break
energies depend on the origin of the seed population; larger contributions of suprathermal flare material result in
higher Fe/O ratios and flatter spectra at higher energies. SEP events with steeper O spectra at low energies and
higher break energies are associated with slower coronal mass ejections (CMEs), while those associated with fast
(>2000 km s−1) CMEs and ground level enhancements have harder or flatter spectra at low and high energies, and
O break energies between ∼1 and 10MeV nucleon−1. The latter events are enriched in 3He and higher-energy Fe,
and have Fe spectra that rollover at significantly lower energies compared with O, probably because Fe ions with
smaller Q/M ratios can escape from the distant shock more easily than O ions with larger Q/M ratios. We
conclude that SEP spectral properties result from many complex and competing effects, namely Q/M-dependent
scattering, shock properties, and the origin of the seed populations, all of which must be taken into account to
develop a comprehensive picture of CME-driven shock acceleration of large gradual SEP events.

Key words: interplanetary medium – shock waves – Sun: abundances – Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) – Sun:
particle emission

1. INTRODUCTION

Energetic particles are accelerated near the Sun in at least
two distinct locations, namely in solar flares via magnetic
reconnection-driven mechanisms (e.g., Drake et al. 2013) and
at large-scale shock waves driven by fast coronal mass
ejections or CMEs (e.g., Reames 1999, 2013). Such energetic
particle populations are routinely transported to distant
locations in the heliosphere, including near-Earth orbit, and
are known as solar energetic particle or SEP events. SEPs
associated with flares—the so-called impulsive SEPs—are
believed to be produced by reconnection-driven processes in
the lower solar corona, have smaller fluences, and are generally
rich in 3He and heavier nuclei (Mason 2007). SEPs associated
with fast CMEs—known as large gradual SEP events—are
probably energized via diffusive shock acceleration (DSA)
mechanisms (e.g., Lee 2005); these SEPs have larger fluences
and are responsible for significant increases in the near-Earth
particulate radiation that can pose serious hazards to techno-
logical assets and humans in space.

The behavior of the energy spectra in large SEP events is
directly indicative of the intrinsic radiation threat and has been
the subject of many previous studies (e.g., McGuire et al. 1984;
Ellison & Ramaty 1985; Forman et al. 1986; Mewaldt
et al. 2012). For instance, stronger SEP events, i.e., events
with larger proton fluences above ∼10MeV, exhibit double
power-law spectral forms and are also occasionally associated
with so-called ground level enhancements or GLEs (e.g.,

Reames 2013). In contrast, proton spectra that rollover or
steepen above ∼few MeV typically have smaller fluences
above 10s of MeV and are seldom associated with GLEs. Thus,
studying the spectral properties, and in particular, under-
standing the physical mechanisms that are responsible for
producing the spectral rollover or break energy in individual
events is critical for developing a complete picture of DSA and
how CME shocks accelerate SEPs near the Sun and in
interplanetary space.
The rollover or break energies for individual species (H–Fe)

in a given SEP event appear to depend on the ions’ charge-to-
mass or Q/M ratio; ions with lower Q/M have smaller rollover
or break energies. In particular, Mewaldt et al. (2005a)
suggested that this systematic Q/M-dependence can be
explained if the spectral break energies of different species
occur at the same value of the diffusion coefficient (see also
Tylka et al. 2000; Cohen et al. 2005). In this case, if the
diffusion coefficients depend on particle rigidity (momentum-
per-unit-charge) or M/Q, then Fe, with its higher M/Q ratio or
rigidity, will rollover at lower energy/nucleon, e.g., Li et al.
(2005, 2009).
In this paper, we survey properties of ∼0.1–100MeV

nucleon−1 O and Fe fluence spectra during 46 isolated, large
gradual SEP events observed at the Sun–Earth L1 Lagrangian
point from 1997 November through 2014 April. In particular,
we fit the O and Fe spectra with the four-parameter Band
function (see Equation (1) from Band et al. 1993) that yields a
normalization constant, low- and high-energy Band fit
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Table 1
Flare and CME Properties Associated with the 46 SEP Events

#
(1) UT Time Flarea,b,c Source Regiona,b,d CMEa,b,d,e

NOAA SPE Peak Proton
Flux (pfu) (11)

Year
(2)

Date
(3)

Day of
Year (4)

Start
(UT) (5)

X-Ray
Class (6)

Location
(7)

Active
Region
# (8)

Launch/First Obs.
Time (UT) (9)

Speed
(km s−1)
(10)

1 1998 Apr
20

110 0938 M1.4 S43W90 8194 0955 1863 1700

2 1998 May
06

126 0758 X2.7 S11W65 8210 0800 1099 210

3 1998 May
09

130 0304 M7.7 S11W90 L 0325 2331 L

4c 1998 Nov
5

309 1900 M8.4 N22W18 8375 2010 1118 L

5 1999 Jan
20

20 1906 M5.2 N27E90 L L L 14

6 1999 Apr
24

114 L L SW120 L 1302 1495 L

7 1999 Jun
01

152 L L NW120 L 1833 1772 48

8 1999 Jun
04

155 0652 M3.9 N17W69 8552 0645 2230 64

9 2000 Jul
22

204 1117 M3.7 N14W56 9085 1120 1230 17

10 2000 Sep
12

256 1131 M1.0 S17W09 9163g 1145 1550 320

11 2000 Oct
16

290 0640 M2.5 N04W95 9182 0650 1336 15

12 2000 Oct
25

299 0845 C4.0 SW120 9199g 0826 770 15

13 2001 Jan
28

28 1540 M1.5 S04W59 9313 1545 916 49

14 2001 Apr
15

105 1319 X14.4 S20W85 9415 1330 1199 951

15 2001 Apr
18

108 0211 C2.2 S20W
limb

9415 0210 2465 321

16 2001 Dec
26

360 0432 M7.1 N08W54 9742 0505 1446 779

17 2001 Dec
30

364 L L L L L L 108

18f 2002 Jan
10

L L L L L 1331 444 91

19 2002 Feb
20

51 0552 M5.1 N12W72 9825 0555 952 13

20 2002 Jul
07

188 1115 M1.0 SW95 10017 1104 1423 22

21 2002 Aug
14

226 0146 M2.3 N09W54 10061 0150 1309 26

22 2002 Aug
24

236 0049 X3.1 S02W81 10069 0057 1913 317

23 2003 May
31

151 0213 M9.3 S07W65 10365 0220 1835 27

24f 2003 Jun
17

168 2227 M6.8 S08E61 10386 2230 1813 24

25 2003 Nov
04

308 1929 X28/3B S19W83 10486 1940 2657 353

26 2003 Dec
02

336 0940 C7.2 S19W89 10508 1025 1393 86

27 2004 Sep
12

256 0004 M4.8 N04E42 10672 0030 1328 273

28f 2004 Sep
19

263 1646 M1.9 N03W58 10672 2218 L 57

29 2004 Nov
01

306 L L SW120 10687g 0535 925 63

30 2005 Jun
16

167 2001 M4.0 N09W87 10775 2003 L 44
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parameters, and a break energy for each species. The low-and
high-energy Band fit parameters are referred to as low- and
high-energy spectral slopes (e.g., Mewaldt et al. 2005a). Here
we investigate the relationships between the Band fit spectral
parameters (hereafter referred to as SEP Band-parameters) and
those obtained from fitting two power-law segments to the
spectra. Finally, we examine the relationships between the SEP
Band-parameters and the Fe/O ratio at two different energies,
the 3He/4He ratio, and key properties of the associated solar
sources, i.e., the flare longitude and CME speed, and discuss
implications of these results for existing SEP acceleration
models. In a follow-up paper (hereafter, Paper 2), we will fit the
Band function to ∼0.1–500MeV nucleon−1 event-integrated
H–Fe fluence spectra during the same 46 SEP events surveyed
here, and study the statistical and correlative properties of the
spectral fit parameters, placing particular emphasis on the

systematic Q/M-dependence of the rollover or break energy EB

of each species, and on comparisons with existing and evolving
models and theories.

2. SEP EVENT SELECTION AND SPECTRAL FITS

2.1. Event and Sampling Interval Selection

We use energetic ion data from (1) the Ultra-Low-Energy
Isotope Spectrometer (ULEIS: (Mason et al. 1998) and (2) the
Solar Isotope Spectrometer (SIS: Stone et al. 1998a) on board
NASAʼs Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE: Stone
et al. 1998b) launched in 1997 August. We started with the
NOAA list of Solar Proton Events (SPE) from 1997 November
1 through 2014 April 30 that affected the Earth environment
(http://umbra.nascom.nasa.gov/SEP/). This list defines the
start of a proton event when the integral 5-minute average

Table 1
(Continued)

#
(1) UT Time Flarea,b,c Source Regiona,b,d CMEa,b,d,e

NOAA SPE Peak Proton
Flux (pfu) (11)

Year
(2)

Date
(3)

Day of
Year (4)

Start
(UT) (5)

X-Ray
Class (6)

Location
(7)

Active
Region
# (8)

Launch/First Obs.
Time (UT) (9)

Speed
(km s−1)
(10)

31 2010 Aug
14

226 0938 C4.4 N17W52 11099 1012 1205 14

32 2010 Aug
18

230 0445 C4.5 L 11099 0548 1471 L

33 2011 Mar
07

66 1943 M3.7 N24W59 11164 2000 2125 50

34 2011 Jun
07

158 0616 M2.5 S21W64 11226 0649 1255 72

35 2011 Aug
09

222 0748 X6.9 N17W69c 11263 0812 1610 26

36 2011 Nov
26

331 0609 C1.2 N08W49 11353 0712 933 80

37 2012 Mar
13

73 1712 M7.9 N18W62 11429 1736 1884 469

38 2012 May
17

138 0125 M5.1 N12W89 11476 0148 1582 255

39 2012 May
26

147 L L L L 2057 1966 L

40 2012 Jul
23

205 L L L L 0236 2003 L

41 2013 Apr
11

102 0655 M6.5 N09E12 11719 0724 861 114

42 2013 Jun
28

179 0136 C4.4 S18W19 11777 0200 1037 L

43 2013 Aug
17

229 1816 M3.3 S07W30 11818 1912 1202 L

44 2013 Dec
28

362 1753 C9.3 S18E07 11936 1736 1118 29

45d,f 2014 Jan
04

4 1905 M4.0 S06E38 11944 2122 977 L

46f 2014 Feb
20

51 0726 M3.0 S15W67 11976 0800 948 22

Notes. Events 1–29 (from footnote a–d), Events 30–46 (from footnote e–g).
a http://umbra.nascom.nasa.gov/SEP/.
b Flare and CME properties from Cane et al. (2010).
c Flare start times and active regions from ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/swpc_products/daily_reports/solar_event_reports/.
d CME properties from Kahler (2013).
e Flare class and CME properties from Richardson et al. (2014).
f CME properties from cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME_list/UNIVERSAL/.
g Ding et al. (2013).
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proton flux measured by the Geostationary Operational and
Environmental Satellites (GOES) for energies >10MeV
exceeds 10 protons cm−2 sr−1 s−1 for 3 consecutive data points.
In this preliminary list, we included other large events that
occurred during the time intervals encompassing the GOES
SPE events, as identified by Cane et al. (2010) and by our own
visual inspection. A total of 112 SEP events satisfied these
initial criteria. We then eliminated all SEP events that were (1)
accompanied by significant intensity increases known as
energetic storm particle (ESP) events that often accompany
locally observed interplanetary shocks (e.g., Desai et al. 2003);
(2) so intense that ULEIS saturated (Desai et al. 2006); and (3)
part of a sequence of multiple events that occurred during
complex time intervals (e.g., most of the Halloween 2003 SEP
events; see Mewaldt et al. 2005b). Using these criteria, we
ended up with a total of 46 SEP events, listed in Table 1, that
we believe are sufficiently isolated and do not contain the local
CME-shock-accelerated ESP populations in our sampling
intervals (see Figure 1). Table 1 entries are column (1) event
number in this survey; columns (2)–(4) year, date, and day of
year; columns (5) and (6) start time, x-ray class of the
associated x-ray flare; columns (7) and (8) location of the
source and the active region number; columns (9) and (10)
launch or first observation time, and plane-of-sky speed in
km s−1 of the associated CME from the Solar and Heliospheric
Observatoryʼs Large Angle Solar Coronagraph (SOHO/

LASCO) observations; and column (11) peak 5-minute proton
flux in particles cm−2 sr−1 s−1 above 10MeV as given in the
NOAA solar proton event (SPE) list.
For each of these 46 SEP events, we followed the Desai et al.

(2006) procedure and used the ULEIS and SIS O time-intensity
profiles and the 1/ion speed spectrograms (see Figure 1) to
select energy-dependent sampling intervals to account for
velocity dispersion effects caused by the propagation and later
arrival of slower ions compared to the faster ions. An example
of the application of this technique and the resultant sampling
interval is shown as the red trapezoid in Figure 1(b). This
interval also included an interplanetary shock that arrived at
ACE at 2116 UT on 2011 November 28; however, since it was
not accompanied by a significant local ESP event down to
∼0.1 MeV nucleon−1, the SEP event was included in our
survey. Columns (2) and (3) in Table 2 list the year and start
and stop sampling intervals for each SEP event; the start
intervals correspond to the arrival of >100MeV nucleon−1

protons at 1 AU.
Mewaldt et al. (2012) studied proton fluences and energy

spectra during 16 large SEP events from solar cycle 23
that were associated with GLEs. Seven of these events are
included in our survey and identified in Column (1) of Table 2.
Columns (4)–(6) are the ∼0.5–2.0 MeV nucleon−1 3He/4He
ratio from ULEIS (see Section 3.5 and Figure 9) the

Figure 1. (a) Hourly averaged time-intensity profiles of ∼0.1–100 MeV nucleon−1 oxygen nuclei measured by the Ultra-Low-Energy Isotope Spectrometer (ULEIS:
Mason et al. 1998) and the Solar Isotope Spectrometer (SIS: Stone et al. 1998b) on board NASAʼs Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE: Stone et al. 1998a) during a
large gradual solar energetic particle (SEP) event that occurred on 2011 November 26–December 1. The pink arrow indicates the flare occurrence time. (b) 1/ion
speed spectrogram of ∼0.1–10 MeV nucleon−1 C–Fe nuclei measured by ULEIS. The red region represents the SEP sampling interval that takes account of velocity
dispersion of ions traveling along a 1.2 AU path length (slanted black lines). The arrival time of an interplanetary shock at ACE on 2011 November 28, 2116 UT is
taken from http://www.srl.caltech.edu/ACE/ASC/DATA/Shocks/shocks_good.html. (For more details, see Tables 1 and 2 and Section 2.1).
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Table 2
Sampling Intervals, 0.5–2 MeV Nucleon−1 3He/4He, and Fe/O Ratios at ∼0.193 and ∼18 MeV Nucleon−1, γa, γb and Break Energies EB from the Band Function Fits, and the Low-energy Spectral Index γLo and

Intersection Energy EI from Double Power-law Fits to the ∼0.1–100 MeV Nucleon−1 O Spectra

Event No. (1) Year (2) Sampling Interval DOY, HHMM in UT (3) 3He/4He (× 10−2) (4) Fe/O ratio (@MeV nucleon−1) Spectral Fit Parameters for Oxygena

0.16–0.23 (5) 15–21 (6) γa (7) γb (8) Eb (9) γLo (10) EI (11)

1b 1998 110, 1253–116, 0054 <0.049 0.151 ± 0.003 0.010 ± 0.001 L 7.46 ± 5.15 6.45 ± 1.29 0.083 ± 0.004 18.327
2b 1998 126, 0908–129, 0000 0.605 ± 0.053 1.068 ± 0.027 0.501 ± 0.043 1.94 ± 0.04 3.11 ± 0.16 14.97 ± 2.51 1.961 ± 0.002 7.068
3 1998 129, 0548–133, 0000 <0.063 0.200 ± 0.018 0.301 ± 0.031 0.91 ± 0.05 2.60 ± 0.05 4.01 ± 0.37 1.001 ± 0.006 2.974
4 1998 310, 0012–316, 0000 0.853 ± 0.049 0.214 ± 0.003 0.112 ± 0.023 0.24 ± 0.15 4.11 ± 0.10 0.31 ± 0.03 1.408 ± 0.073 0.814
5 1999 21, 0117–22, 1439 0.118 ± 0.048 0.178 ± 0.007 0.392 ± 0.076 0.14 ± 0.09 3.28 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.03 1.178 ± 0.065 0.776
6 1999 114, 1718–116, 1550 <0.056 0.146 ± 0.007 0.084 ± 0.017 0.92 ± 0.05 3.16 ± 0.06 1.40 ± 0.11 1.182 ± 0.016 1.569
7 1999 152, 2018–155, 0839 3.521 ± 0.186 0.461 ± 0.019 0.384 ± 0.034 1.45 ± 0.03 2.60 ± 0.11 11.04 ± 1.50 1.482 ± 0.002 5.217
8 1999 155, 0838–159, 1920 0.402 ± 0.044 1.042 ± 0.014 0.160 ± 0.015 0.97 ± 0.05 3.58 ± 0.07 1.18 ± 0.09 1.279 ± 0.019 1.550
9 2000 204, 1408–205, 2015 0.615 ± 0.090 0.172 ± 0.007 0.054 ± 0.019 0.99 ± 0.33 2.82 ± 0.07 0.42 ± 0.16 1.840 ± 0.052 0.669
10 2000 256, 1432–260, 1359 <0.034 0.319 ± 0.004 0.115 ± 0.012 1.06 ± 0.02 4.96 ± 0.14 2.16 ± 0.08 1.228 ± 0.011 3.602
11 2000 290, 0923–294, 1739 0.730 ± 0.102 0.641 ± 0.038 0.526 ± 0.047 0.77 ± 0.06 2.79 ± 0.10 2.85 ± 0.38 0.900 ± 0.008 2.588
12 2000 299, 1347 –302, 0229 0.692 ± 0.074 0.326 ± 0.006 0.199 ± 0.036 3.12 ± 0.11 4.15 ± 1.03 26.05 ± 12.80 3.136 ± 0.001 10.493
13 2001 28, 2213–32, 0445 <0.034 0.350 ± 0.005 0.401 ± 0.040 0.47 ± 0.07 3.79 ± 0.06 0.47 ± 0.03 1.239 ± 0.048 0.955
14b 2001 105,1432–108, 0400 <0.051 1.447 ± 0.039 0.449 ± 0.034 0.78 ± 0.07 2.66 ± 0.05 1.42 ± 0.20 1.033 ± 0.016 1.392
15b 2001 108, 0318–111, 2150 <0.050 0.239 ± 0.008 0.165 ± 0.013 1.51 ± 0.04 3.54 ± 0.22 6.41 ± 0.85 1.563 ± 0.004 5.335
16b 2001 360, 0548–362, 1800 <0.032 0.937 ± 0.015 0.393 ± 0.029 0.66 ± 0.09 2.72 ± 0.08 1.22 ± 0.22 0.959 ± 0.019 1.327
17 2001 364, 2245–7, 2329 0.140 ± 0.027 0.162 ± 0.003 0.027 ± 0.003 1.54 ± 0.05 5.95 ± 1.67 5.58 ± 0.61 1.607 ± 0.004 9.672
18 2002 10, 1920–14, 0020 <0.036 0.094 ± 0.002 L 1.72 ± 0.02 6.71 ± 0.82 3.49 ± 0.12 1.826 ± 0.007 6.978
19 2002 51, 0648–55, 1200 2.505 ± 0.132 1.539 ± 0.033 0.661 ± 0.081 2.15 ± 0.04 3.20 ± 0.18 12.72 ± 2.18 2.178 ± 0.002 5.463
20 2002 188, 1243–191, 1214 0.346 ± 0.081 0.061 ± 0.002 0.145 ± 0.030 2.75 ± 0.10 L L L 0.000
21 2002 226, 0213–228, 1200 1.682 ± 0.094 0.323 ± 0.007 0.123 ± 0.023 1.24 ± 0.06 3.95 ± 0.11 1.15 ± 0.14 1.553 ± 0.020 1.565
22b 2002 235, 2351–240, 2200 1.403 ± 0.056 0.458 ± 0.007 0.217 ± 0.017 1.19 ± 0.03 3.77 ± 0.14 3.27 ± 0.27 1.303 ± 0.007 3.599
23 2003 151, 0523–153, 0205 <0.055 0.266 ± 0.006 0.367 ± 0.062 1.68 ± 0.03 3.60 ± 0.06 1.37 ± 0.13 1.946 ± 0.016 1.378
24 2003 169, 0308–174, 2319 0.061 ± 0.025 0.129 ± 0.002 0.018 ± 0.009 1.20 ± 0.04 5.07 ± 0.34 1.85 ± 0.16 1.399 ± 0.012 3.123
25b 2003 308, 2102–313, 1524 <0.034 1.425 ± 0.019 0.031 ± 0.003 1.01 ± 0.08 3.73 ± 0.17 1.80 ± 0.31 1.213 ± 0.013 2.259
26 2003 336, 1208–340, 0300 0.212 ± 0.037 1.125 ± 0.017 0.027 ± 0.008 0.51 ± 0.04 5.01 ± 0.14 1.12 ± 0.06 0.828 ± 0.020 2.322
27 2004 257, 1200–262, 1200 0.107 ± 0.030 0.165 ± 0.004 0.002 ± 0.001 1.20 ± 0.04 5.19 ± 0.23 1.99 ± 0.13 1.385 ± 0.011 3.425
28 2004 263, 2128–268, 1314 0.208 ± 0.047 0.244 ± 0.005 0.109 ± 0.045 1.74 ± 0.11 3.40 ± 0.04 0.49 ± 0.08 2.469 ± 0.045 0.686
29 2004 306, 0430–309, 1200 7.823 ± 0.502 0.791 ± 0.030 0.451 ± 0.069 2.18 ± 0.05 L L L L
30 2005 167, 2048–170, 0000 0.344 ± 0.107 0.151 ± 0.010 0.365 ± 0.047 2.09 ± 0.02 L L L L
31 2010 226, 1148–230, 0000 <0.196 0.270 ± 0.018 L 2.41 ± 0.05 1.52 ± 0.18 13.17 ± 4.87 L L
32 2010 230, 0848–236, 0000 <0.054 0.140 ± 0.004 0.053 ± 0.039 0.91 ± 0.09 3.39 ± 0.05 0.26 ± 0.02 2.231 ± 0.076 0.636
33 2011 66, 2112–72, 0000 0.211 ± 0.034 0.243 ± 0.005 0.012 ± 0.003 1.21 ± 0.08 3.89 ± 0.27 2.13 ± 0.38 1.382 ± 0.011 2.562
34 2011 158, 0747–162, 1800 <0.042 0.350 ± 0.006 0.261 ± 0.026 2.83 ± 0.07 L L 2.826 ± 0.000 36.940
35 2011 221, 0848–224, 0000 0.539 ± 0.063 0.423 ± 0.008 0.551 ± 0.065 0.70 ± 0.08 3.37 ± 0.07 0.58 ± 0.05 1.325 ± 0.039 0.949
36 2011 330, 0948–335, 1200 <0.036 0.517 ± 0.008 0.040 ± 0.007 0.95 ± 0.06 3.65 ± 0.10 1.07 ± 0.11 1.289 ± 0.021 1.481
37 2012 73, 1611–77, 1800 0.171 ± 0.043 0.234 ± 0.005 0.252 ± 0.024 1.54 ± 0.03 3.58 ± 0.15 4.26 ± 0.42 1.620 ± 0.005 3.710
38 2012 138, 0318–143, 1000 0.205 ± 0.040 0.335 ± 0.005 0.227 ± 0.021 1.01 ± 0.04 3.18 ± 0.03 0.83 ± 0.06 1.443 ± 0.027 1.051
39 2012 147, 2247–151, 1200 0.287 ± 0.060 0.361 ± 0.011 0.053 ± 0.039 0.71 ± 0.07 4.56 ± 0.33 1.24 ± 0.13 1.002 ± 0.018 2.213
40 2012 205, 0618–210, 0000 <0.061 0.126 ± 0.006 0.025 ± 0.003 1.84 ± 0.07 L 58.71 ± 30.09 L L
41 2013 101, 0848–105, 1200 <0.055 0.110 ± 0.002 0.467 ± 0.047 2.73 ± 0.07 L L 2.731 ± 0.000 36.610
42 2013 179, 0348–184, 0000 <0.062 0.112 ± 0.004 0.281 ± 0.133 1.56 ± 0.04 3.70 ± 0.06 0.69 ± 0.05 2.084 ± 0.033 0.920
43 2013 229, 1948–232, 2259 <0.073 0.104 ± 0.003 L L 3.57 ± 0.05 0.14 ± 0.01 2.403 ± 0.108 0.588
44 2013 362, 1400–365, 0000 0.578 ± 0.148 0.197 ± 0.008 0.728 ± 0.116 2.35 ± 0.03 L 104.82 ± 98.69 L L
45 2014 4, 2100–7, 1200 0.174 ± 0.054 0.572 ± 0.014 1.004 ± 0.103 2.56 ± 0.02 L L L L
46 2014 50, 0100–54, 0000 0.232 ± 0.079 0.265 ± 0.007 0.351 ± 0.189 1.47 ± 0.09 4.15 ± 0.12 0.62 ± 0.09 2.058 ± 0.037 0.992

Notes.
a Fit parameters with relative uncertainties >100% indicate poor fits to the data and have been eliminated from this table and the analyses.
b Accompanied by ground level enhancements (see Mewaldt et al. 2012).
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∼0.16–0.23MeV nucleon−1 Fe/O ratio from ULEIS, and the
∼15–21MeV nucleon−1 Fe/O ratio from SIS, respectively.

2.2. Spectral Fitting

We note that although the Band function has been
successfully used to describe the double power-law behavior
in several large SEP events (e.g., Mewaldt et al. 2012), the SEP
spectra in some cases may be better represented by either of the
following functions: the Ellison & Ramaty (1985) function
which is characterized by a power-law index, γ below
∼1–10MeV nucleon−1 that transitions smoothly into an
exponential form at higher energies above a rollover energy
E0 (e.g., see Mazur et al. 1992; Tylka et al. 2000); or a modified
Bessel function (see McGuire et al. 1984; Forman et al. 1986;
Ramaty & Murphy 1987; Mazur et al. 1992). Nonetheless, to
facilitate detailed event-to-event comparisons of the spectral
forms in this survey and in our follow-up, Paper 2, and to
compare our results with more recent studies, we follow
Mewaldt et al. (2012, and references therein) who found that
the differential proton energy spectra over an extended energy
range in 16 GLE-associated SEP events of solar cycle 23 are
best represented by the Band function.

For each SEP event we used ULEIS and SIS to obtain event-
integrated ∼0.1–100MeV nucleon−1 O and Fe fluence spectra
during the identified sampling interval listed in Table 2;
examples are shown in Figures 2 and 6. We then fit the four-
parameter Band function in Equation (1) by using the nonlinear
least-squares Levenberg–Marquardt technique to minimize the
χ2

J E CE
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E E
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E E
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where J(E) is the particle fluence at kinetic energy E, C is the
normalization constant, γa and γb are the low-energy and high-
energy Band function spectral slopes, and EB is spectral break
energy; both E and EB are in MeV nucleon−1. Like Mewaldt
et al. (2012) we also found that in most cases, the Band
function fits are reasonable both visually and statistically, with
the corresponding reduced χ2 values having ∼50% probabil-
ities. Since the Band function is not orthogonal, pairs of fit
parameters are correlated with each other (e.g., Figure 5(b)
shows that γa and EB are correlated). Thus, for each fit, we
obtain the formal 1σ uncertainty in each parameter from the
diagonal terms of the covariance matrix (Markwardt 2009).

To gain insights into the physical meaning of the SEP Band-
parameters, we also fit each O spectrum with two power-law
segments and an intersection energy EI.

7 In most SEP events,
the value of the power-law index characterizing the higher-
energy portion of the spectrum above the break energy is
similar to the γb obtained from the Band function. Hence we
fixed the high-energy spectral index at γHi=γb, the value
obtained from fits of Equation (1) to the data. This segmented
fit had three free parameters: a normalization constant, a low-
energy spectral index γLo, and EI. In Table 2, Columns (7)–(9)
are the SEP Band-parameters and columns (10)–(11) are γLo

and EI obtained from broken power-law fits to the
∼0.1–100MeV nucleon−1 event-integrated O fluence spectra.
Fit parameters with relative uncertainties >100% are omitted
from the analyses.

3. PROPERTIES OF SPECTRAL FIT PARAMETERS

3.1. SEP Band-parameters Versus Double Power-law Fit
Parameters

Figure 2 shows the event-integrated O fluence spectra for
four different SEP events; Band function fits are in red, and fits
of the two power-law segments are in blue. Figures 2(a) and (b)
show that for events #2 and #23, the Band function fits are
similar to the broken power-law fits. Figure 2(c) shows that
while γLo∼γa, the Band function allows a smoother transition
between the two power-law segments, which is more consistent
with the data. In contrast, the broken power-law fit transitions
more sharply near ∼3MeV nucleon−1 compared to both the
actual spectra and the Band function fit. In contrast, Figure 2(d)
shows that EI∼4EB, i.e., the break energy from the Band fit is
∼4 times smaller than the intersection energy obtained from the
broken power-law fit, and that below ∼0.3 MeV nucleon−1, γLo
is steeper and departs significantly from the data and γa. Note
that for event#43, our fitting algorithm yielded γa∼0.11 with
∼100% uncertainty, and is therefore excluded from Table 2. In
all four cases, it is clear that the Band function fits are better
representations of the observed spectral forms, consistent with
previous studies of Mewaldt et al. (2012).
Figure 3 shows the relationships between (a) γLo and γa, (b)

EI and EB, and (c) the difference γLo–γa versus EB. Several
features are clearly evident: (1) In about one-third of the events,
the low-energy portion of the spectrum is harder or flatter with
γa< 1, while the corresponding low-energy power-law index
γLo> 1 (e.g., Figure 2(d)). This results in significant departure
between γa and γLo for events with low values of γa. In most of
these events, EB is close to ∼0.3–0.5 MeV nucleon−1, which
implies that there are very few data points below the break
energy, therefore the lower-energy power law is not well
defined, resulting in EI? EB. The agreement between γLo and
γa improves for higher values of γa, i.e., events for which the
SEP spectra are steeper or softer below ∼1MeV nucleon−1. In
most of these events, EB is above ∼0.5 MeV nucleon−1,
therefore there are more spectral data points below the break,
and the lower-energy power-law segment is better defined; (2)
EI and EB generally track each other in the range
∼0.5< EB< 10MeV nucleon−1, with EI roughly about a
factor of 2 larger than EB. Outside this range, EI and EB depart
from each other significantly but in a systematic fashion, with
EI> 2EB for EB< 0.5 MeV nucleon−1 and EI∼EB/2 for
EB> 10MeV nucleon−1. Figure 3(c) shows the systematic
nature of the relationship between γLo, γa and EB: the largest
differences between γa and γLo occur for events with relatively
low values of EB, i.e., SEP events for which the Band function
fits yield break energies below ∼0.75MeV nucleon−1, as in the
case of event #43 in Figure 2(d). This occurs because for low
values of EB, the term exp(−E/EB) in the low-energy portion
of Equation (1) contributes significantly to the fitted slope,
resulting in smaller values for γa.

3.2. Properties of O SEP Band-parameters

Figure 4(a) displays the inherent variability of the SEP O
spectra for 36 events in our survey, while Figure 4(b) shows

7 This EI is different from the transition energy given by ET=(γb−γa)EB,
as discussed by Mewaldt et al. (2012).
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histograms of the SEP Band-parameters γa and γb and their
statistical properties. All spectra in Figure 4(a) are normalized
to the O fluence measured in event #2 at ∼1MeV nucleon−1.
We note the following three important features: (1) The O

spectra show substantial event-to-event variations, and do not
appear to exhibit any systematic trend; (2) The low-energy
SEP Band-parameter γa has a mean μ and median m∼1.2,
which are lower compared to the corresponding values for the

Figure 2. Event-integrated oxygen fluence spectra between ∼0.1 and 100 MeV nucleon−1 in four large SEP events. The red curves are the Band function fits, and the
blue curves are the double or broken power law fits. (Further details are provided in Table 2 and Section 2.2).

Figure 3. Scatterplots of (a) low-energy power-law spectral index γLo vs. the SEP Band-parameter γa, (b) intersection energy EI from broken power-law fits vs. the
SEP Band-parameter break energy EB, and (c) γLo–γa vs. EB Throughout this paper, parameters with relative uncertainties �100% are excluded. (See Table 2 and
Section 3.1).
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higher-energy SEP Band-parameter γb: μ∼3.74 and m∼3.6;
and (3) γa exhibits a smaller range of values between ∼0 and 3,
and has a slightly narrower distribution with a 1σ standard
deviation of ∼0.6, while γb ranges between ∼1.5 and 7 and
exhibits a broader distribution with a much larger 1σ standard
deviation of ∼1.01.

Figure 5 examines in detail the relationships between the O
SEP Band-parameters γa, γb, and EB for the SEP events in our
survey. In each case, the correlation coefficient r and the
probability p that two uncorrelated parameters can exceed the
absolute value of r is also given. As hinted from the data in
Figure 3(c), Figure 5(b) shows a strong correlation between EB

and γa, while no correlation exists between γb and γa or EB and
γb, as can be seen from Figures 5(a) and (c), respectively.
Figure 5(a) clearly shows that the O spectrum is harder or
flatter at lower energies and softens or steepens above the break
energy for 35 of the 36 SEP events plotted. For SEP event #31
on 2010 August 14, γb< γa. Here we examined the energy
spectra and the O time-intensity profiles in conjunction with the
solar wind speed and magnetic field strength, and found that

the energy spectrum above ∼1MeV nucleon−1 was flatter
because essentially all of the >1MeV nucleon−1 ions arrived
during the first 36 hr of the flare. The <1MeV nucleon−1 ion
intensities also showed a subsequent small but significant
increase in association with a simultaneous increase in the local
magnetic field strength steepening the event-integrated fluence
spectrum. Including or eliminating this event in our survey has
no effect on the overall results and conclusions of this paper.
Figure 5(b) indicates that SEP events with low values of γa, i.e.,
events with harder or flatter spectra at lower energies, tend to
have lower break energies, while SEP events with softer or
steeper spectra at lower energies tend to have larger break
energies. Figure 5(c) shows that the high-energy slope and
break energy are uncorrelated. It is not shown here, but we also
found no significant correlation between the low energy power-
law spectral index γLo from Figure 3(a) and the high-energy
SEP Band-parameter γb from Figure 5(a). In the case ofγb
versus γa, correlation coefficient r∼0.055 for N=36 events
has a >75% probability of being exceeded by two uncorrelated
quantities.

Figure 4. (a) Band Function fits to the ∼0.1–100 MeV nucleon−1 event-integrated O fluence spectra, normalized at ∼1 MeV nucleon−1 for SEP #12. (b) Histograms
of the SEP Band-parameters γa (red) and γb (blue) for N=36 SEP events. Also provided are the mean values μ, the standard errors on the means, the 1σ standard
deviation of the means, and the median values m of these distributions. (See Table 2 and Section 3.2).

Figure 5. Scatterplots of the relationship between the oxygen SEP Band-parameters, (a) γb vs. γa (b) EB vs. γa, and (c) EB vs. γb. In each panel N=number of events;
r=linear correlation coefficient; p=probability that the correlation coefficient for two uncorrelated parameters can exceed the absolute value of r (For more details,
see Section 3.2).
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3.3. SEP Band-parameters for O and Fe Spectra

Figure 6 shows examples of ∼0.1–100MeV nucleon−1 O
and Fe spectra in 3 large SEP events that exhibit different
types of energy-dependent behavior in the Fe/O ratio (e.g., see
Tylka et al. 2005; Desai et al. 2006). Figure 6(a) shows an
SEP event where the Fe/O peaks near the break energy
around ∼5MeV nucleon−1. For the SEP event in Figure 6(b)—
a GLE event from the Mewaldt et al. (2012) study—the
Fe/O is ∼1 near ∼0.2 MeV nucleon−1, decreases with
energy up to ∼20MeV nucleon−1, then increases above
∼20MeV nucleon−1. Finally, the Fe/O ratio during SEP event
#38 shown in Figure 6(c) remains relatively constant with
energy. The figure also shows that the corresponding Band
function fits in all cases are reasonable representations of the
spectral forms.

Figure 7 shows scatterplots of the SEP Band-parameters γa,
γb and EB for O and Fe spectra in SEP events. The solid
symbols identify the three events shown in Figure 6.
Figure 7(a) shows that the SEP Band-parameters γa and γb
for O and Fe in the same SEP event lie close to the unity line
and are therefore nearly identical. Likewise, Figure 7(b) shows

that the Fe break energies also exhibit a close relationship with
those of O, with the EB for Fe typically lower than that for O.
Within the estimated 1σ uncertainties, the Fe EB in 24 out of 38
SEP events is less than that of O; in 5 events the Fe EB is
greater than that of O; and in 9 events the EB for Fe and O have
similar values.

3.4. Oxygen SEP Band-parameters versus Fe/O Ratio

Figure 8 investigates the relationships between the O SEP
Band-parameters, and the event-integrated Fe/O ratio at
∼0.16–0.23MeV nucleon−1 and ∼15–21MeV nucleon−1 pro-
vided in Table 2. SEP events associated with flares or CMEs
with source regions in the western hemisphere at longitudes
>W30, near the central meridian between E30 and W30, and in
the eastern hemisphere at longitudes < E30 are also identified.
The solid green and dotted black lines represent Fe/O=0.404
and Fe/O=0.134, which are average SEP values measured at
∼0.38MeV nucleon−1 (Desai et al. 2006) and between 5 and
12MeV nucleon−1 (Reames 2013), respectively. Note that the
latter value is also close to the average slow solar wind value of
∼0.12 as measured by von Steiger et al. (2000). Figures 8(a),

Figure 6. The ∼0.1–100 MeV nucleon−1 O and Fe event-integrated fluence spectra and the corresponding Band function fits during three large gradual SEP events in
this survey, showing different energy dependence of the Fe/O ratio: (a) Fe/O peaks near the break energy, (b) Fe/O is ∼1 at low energies and decreases at higher
energies, and (c) Fe/O is nearly constant. (Details are provided in Section 3.3).

Figure 7. Relationship between Band function fits (a) γa (red) and γb (blue) and (b) EB for O and Fe for the SEP events surveyed here. The solid line indicates the one-
to-one relationship; filled symbols represent the three events shown in Figure 6. N=number of events plotted. (Details are provided in Section 3.3).
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(d) and (c), (f), respectively, show that γa and EB are
uncorrelated with the Fe/O ratio at both energies, and their
behavior with respect to the Fe/O ratios are not organized by
source longitude. In contrast, Figures 8(b) and (e) show that
SEP events with γb> 5 have an Fe/O ratio ∼0.1 at
∼0.16–0.23MeV nucleon−1, which then decreases between
factors of ∼3–50 at ∼15–21MeV nucleon−1. Interestingly, two
of the three SEP events associated with eastern hemisphere
source regions have large values of γb and a low Fe/O ratio at
both energies. Finally, Figure 8(e) shows that γb is strongly
anti-correlated with the ∼15–21MeV nucleon−1 Fe/O ratio;
for N=35 events, the probability that two uncorrelated
quantities can exceed an absolute value of r∼0.651 is less
than 2× 10−3%. This indicates that SEP events in which the O
(and Fe) spectra steepen the most at higher energies also have
the largest decreases in the Fe/O ratio with increasing energy,
which is consistent with the fact that the Fe spectra in the
majority of the events break earlier than the O spectra (see
Figure 7(b)).

3.5. Oxygen SEP Band-parameters versus 3He/4He Ratio

For each SEP event in our survey, we obtained the
∼0.5–2.0 MeV nucleon−1 He mass histograms using ions with
mass between 2 and 5 AMU identified by ACE/ULEIS.
Figure 9 shows He mass histograms for the three events
shown in Figure 6. We used the technique described in Desai

et al. (2003, 2006) to subtract the background and contributions
of spill-over from the more abundant 4He peak to the 3He mass
range between 2.7 and 3.3 AMU. We used the residual 3He
counts and the total 4He counts in each sampling interval to
calculate the corresponding 3He/4He ratio for each SEP event.
We found that 27 of the 46 SEP events in our survey had finite
3He mass peaks and 3He/4He ratios with relative uncertainty
<100%. Figures 9(a) and (c) show examples of SEP events
with finite values for the 3He/4He ratio; Figure 9(b) shows an
example for which we calculated the 1σ upper limit for the
3He/4He ratio. The 3He/4He ratios in the 27 SEP events range
from (6.15±2.5)× 10−4 to (7.82±0.502)× 10−2, i.e., the
ratios are enhanced between ∼1.5 and ∼194 times the average
slow solar wind value of ∼4× 10−4 (see Gloeckler &
Geiss 1998). In these SEP events, the median value for the
3He enrichment over the corresponding slow solar wind value
is ∼8.6, the mean is ∼23, and 1σ standard deviation is ∼39.4.
The large 1σ standard deviation reflects the two orders of
magnitude over which the 3He/4He ratio varies in these 27
events (also see Figure 10).
Figure 10 investigates the relationship between O SEP Band-

parameters and the ∼0.5–2.0 MeV nucleon−1 3He/4He ratios
provided in Table 2. Figure 10 shows that while γa and EB are
uncorrelated with the 3He/4He ratio, γb exhibits a weak
negative trend. Also note that all three eastern hemisphere SEP
events have low 3He/4He ratios of ∼1–2× 10−3, which

Figure 8. Scatterplots of the oxygen SEP Band-parameters (a), (d) γa, (b), (e) γb, and (c), (f) EB vs. the Fe/O ratio at ∼0.16–0.23 MeV nucleon−1 (top panels) and
∼15–21 MeV nucleon−1 (bottom panels). Color represents the longitudinal group of the associated solar flare or CME: blue is >W30, black is E30–W30; red is
< E30. In the top three panels, the green line shows the ∼0.38 MeV nucleon−1 average Fe/O measured in several SEP events (from Desai et al. 2006). In all panels
the dotted line shows the average Fe/O measured at ∼5–12 MeV nucleon−1 (from Reames 2013). (For a detailed discussion, see Section 3.4).
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indicates a modest factor of ∼5 enhancement over the solar
wind value, i.e., somewhat lower than the SEP median and
mean 3He-enhancements discussed above.

3.6. SEP Band-parameters versus Properties of Solar Sources

We have also examined the relationships between the O SEP
Band-parameters and the properties of CMEs and the peak
proton flux provided in Table 1. In general, we find that the
SEP Band-parameters exhibit weak or poor correlation with the
peak proton flux, CME speed, and source longitude. None-
theless, some important features are worth noting. Figure 11
shows scatterplots of the O SEP Band-parameters γa, γb, and
EB and two key properties of the corresponding solar
progenitor: (1) the source longitude, and (2) CME speed. The
SEP Band-parameter γa is not correlated with the source
longitude (Figure 11(a)), while γb and EB are not correlated
with CME speed (Figures 11(e) and (f)). In contrast, γb and EB

exhibit weak trends with source longitude (Figures 11(b) and
(c)); SEP events with low values of γb and larger values of EB

are generally associated with western hemisphere sources;
conversely, and as also noted earlier, the two SEP events
associated with eastern hemisphere sources tend to have higher

values of γb and lower break energies. Finally, Figure 11(d)
shows that γa exhibits a weak trend with CME speed; slower
(<1500 km s−1) CMEs are associated with softer or steeper
spectra (γa> 2) that vary over a wide range values. In contrast,
all fast (>2000 km s−1) CMEs are associated with western
hemisphere sources and have γa ranging between ∼1 and 2.
Taken together, these results indicate that western hemisphere
CMEs with speeds >2000 km s−1 are generally associated with
SEP events that have flatter or harder spectra at lower energies
(γa< 2), relatively flat spectra at higher energies (γb< 4), and
break energies ranging between ∼1 and 10MeV nucleon−1.

3.7. Multivariate Analaysis

Given the complexities within our rich, multiple variable
data set, and the lack of clear trends in the bivariate analyses
between various physical quantities, it is appropriate to ask
whether the mutual dependencies and correlations between
pairs of variables, and the event-to-event variability can be
better understood by analyzing the entire data set simulta-
neously and organizing the data in terms of a smaller number of
variables that might account for most of the variance in the data
set. We identify a new set of variables by eliminating those that

Figure 9. The 0.5–2.0 MeV nucleon−1 helium mass histograms measured by ACE/ULEIS during the three large SEP events shown in Figure 6. N=number of 3He
counts with mass between 2.8 and 3.2 AMU after background subtraction (green curve); the 3He/4He ratio is given in percent (see Table 2 and Section 3.5).

Figure 10. Scatterplots of the oxygen SEP Band-parameters (a) γa, (b) γb, and (c) EB vs. the ∼0.5–2.0 MeV nucleon−1 3He/4He ratio (see Table 2 and Section 3.5).
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do not contribute significantly to the overall variability in the
data set through a multivariate, principal component analysis
(PCA) that uses the Karhunen–Loeve Transform method (see

Murtagh & Heck 1987) for 25 SEP events using the following
eight variables: O low-energy and high-energy SEP Band-
parameters, γa and γb; O break energy EB; CME speed; flare

Figure 11. Scatterplots of the oxygen SEP Band-parameters (a) γa, (b) γb, and (c) EB vs. flare longitude (left panels) and CME speed (right panels), taken from
Tables 1 and 2. Note that the outlier (green) in (c) is not included in estimates of the correlation coefficient and its probability for N=34 events. Vertical lines in the
right panels may be used to identify SEP events associated with fast (>2000 km s−1) CMEs; horizontal lines may be used to identify SEP events with the following
properties: (d) γa > 2; (e) γb < 5; and (f) EB < 10 MeV nucleon−1. (For more details see Section 3.6).
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longitude; peak proton flux; the Fe/O ratios at ∼15–21 and
∼0.16–0.23MeV nucleon−1. We obtained the eigenvalues,
eigenvectors, and percent variances for eight new variables or
principal components, as well as the normalized PCA
coefficients, which represent projections of the original eight
variables on the eight principal axes. The PCA results are
summarized in Table 3. A positive value for the PCA
coefficient indicates that the particular quantity increases with
increasing value of the PCA.

The percent variances and cumulative percentages from the
PCA are quite striking. These clearly show that organizing the
data set with respect to the first two principal axes only
accounts for ∼58% of the total variance in the 8× 25-
dimensional data set and that 6 principal components are
required to account for >95% of the variance in the data set.
Nonetheless, reducing the dimensionality of the parameter
space to the first four PCs does account for ∼83% of the
variance. To explore this in more detail, Figures 12(a), (c), and
(e) show projections of the 25 SEP events on PC-1 axis versus
PC-2, PC-3, and PC-4 axes, respectively. Figures 12(b), (d),
and (f), show projections of the 8 quantities on PC-1 versus
PC-2, PC-3, and PC-4 axes, respectively. The yellow-shaded
box identifies SEP events and quantities whose projected
values lie within 20% of the origin of the plot. Figures 12(a),
(c), and (e) are useful for identifying the outlier SEP events,
while Figures 12(b), (d), and (f) can be used to assess the
effects of each variable on the PCs. For instance, Figures 12(a)
and (b) show that SEP #12 is an outlier largely due to the
values of the Band-parameters γa and EB. For SEP #12,
Table 2 shows that γa∼3.12±0.11 and EB∼26.05±12.8,
which deviate by more than 1 standard deviation from the
corresponding mean values of 1.2 0.6agá ñ ~  and
E 5.11 10.27Bá ñ ~  , indicating that the PCA results are
consistent with the original data.

Figure 12 and Table 3 show the following: (1) γa and EB

have large effects or projections on and increase with PC-1
and PC-2; (2) while γa and EB also have large effects on
PC-3, the effects of CME speed, flare longitude, and the
15–21MeV nucleon−1 Fe/O ratio on PC3 are smaller but still
>20%; (3) only γb has a large effect on PC-4, while the effects
of γa, EB, CME speed, and peak proton flux are smaller but
>20%. Taken together, Table 3 and Figure 12 show that most
of the variability in our data set results from the corresponding
event-to-event variability in the SEP Band-parameters them-
selves, and that CME speed (Figures 12(b) and (d)), flare
longitude (Figure 12(d)), peak proton flux (Figure 12(f)), the

∼0.16–0.23MeV nucleon−1, and the 15–21MeV nucleon−1

Fe/O ratios (Figure 12(d)) play relatively minor roles in
driving this variability.

4. DISCUSSION

We have surveyed the properties of ∼0.1–100MeV
nucleon−1 O and Fe fluence spectra during 46 isolated, large
gradual SEP events observed at 1 AU during solar cycles 23
and 24. We fitted the O and Fe spectra with (1) a double power-
law Band function with parameters γa, γb, and EB, and (2) two
broken power laws with spectral indices γLo and γHi separated
by an intersection energy EI. We then investigated the
relationships between various spectral fit parameters and key
SEP and source properties such as the Fe/O and 3He/4He
ratios, CME speed, and source longitude. Our main results are
as follows.

(1) Figures 2 and 3 in Section 3.1 show that γa and EB exhibit
systematic differences when compared to γLo and EI; the
largest differences between γa and γLo occur for events
with relatively low values of EB, i.e., SEP events for
which the Band function fits yield break energies below
∼0.75MeV nucleon−1.

(2) Figure 4 in Section 3.2 shows that γa has a narrower
range and distribution, with a lower mean and median
value of ∼1.2 compared with γb. Figure 5 in Section 3.2
shows that neither γa nor γLo exhibit significant
correlations with γB. In ∼97% of the SEP events (35
out of 36), the O γa< γb. Finally, γa is well correlated
with EB, i.e., SEP events with low values of γa tend to
have lower break energies, and vice versa.

(3) Figures 6 and 7 in Section 3.3 show that γa, γb, and EB

for O and Fe track each other well. In a given SEP event,
γa and γb are nearly identical for Fe and O, while the
Fe EB in 24 out of 38 SEP events (∼63%) is less than
that of O. For 5 events (∼13%), the Fe EB is greater than
that of O, and in 9 events (∼24%), the Fe and O EB are
similar.

(4) Figures 8–10 in Sections 3.4 and 3.5 show that γa and EB

are not correlated with the Fe/O and 3He/4He ratios, and
show no clear dependence on the source longitude. γb is
anti-correlated with both the ∼15–21MeV nucleon−1

Fe/O and the ∼0.5–2.0 MeV nucleon−1 3He/4He ratios;
the correlation with 3He/4He ratio being somewhat
weaker. Events with γb> 5 exhibit solar-wind like Fe/
O ratios at ∼0.16–0.23MeV nucleon−1 and modest 3He

Table 3
Results of PCA for 25 SEP Events Using Eight Physical Quantities

PC Axis 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Eigenvalues 2.65 2.01 1.05 0.93 0.61 0.44 0.22 0.1
Variances (%) 33.06 25.09 13.18 11.61 7.63 5.46 2.76 1.20
Cumulative Percentages 33.06 58.15 71.33 82.94 90.57 96.04 98.8 100
γa 0.479 0.662 −0.701 −0.327 0.742 0.095 0.760 0.491
EB 0.759 0.634 0.477 −0.332 −0.152 −0.633 −0.194 −0.480
γb 0.293 0.242 0.016 0.793 0.286 0.171 −0.401 0.095
CME speed −0.177 −0.225 −0.333 0.216 0.387 −0.583 0.073 −0.441
Flare Longitude −0.146 −0.029 0.254 −0.007 0.133 −0.435 −0.087 0.556
Peak Proton Flux 0.119 −0.017 −0.009 0.322 −0.364 −0.147 0.402 0.071
15–21 MeV nucleon−1 Fe/O 0.048 0.024 −0.324 −0.047 −0.206 −0.097 −0.221 0.100
0.16–0.23 MeV nucleon−1 Fe/O 0.205 −0.224 0.005 −0.032 0.041 0.008 −0.007 0.035
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enhancements over the corresponding solar wind values;
two of the three eastern hemisphere events also have
these characteristics.

(5) Figure 11 in Section 3.6 shows that γa, γb and EB exhibit
weak or no trends with source longitude and CME speed.
Still, SEP events with γa> 2 are associated with slower

Figure 12. Results from principal component analysis (PCA) showing projections of 25 SEP events on PC axis 1 (PC-1) vs. (a) PC-2, (c) PC-3, and (e) PC-4.
Projections of 8 variables on PC-1 vs. (b) PC-2, (d) PC-3, and (f) PC-4. The yellow-shaded box identifies SEP events and quantities that lie within <20% of the origin
of each plot. (For more details, see Table 3 and Section 3.7.)
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(<1500 km s−1) CMEs. SEP events associated with
eastern hemisphere sources tend to have higher values
of γb while fast, (>2000 km s−1) western hemisphere
CMEs are associated with SEP events that have flat or
hard spectra at lower energies (γa∼1–2) and break
energies ranging between ∼1 and 10MeV nucleon−1 that
transition to relatively flat spectra (γb< 4) at higher
energies.

(6) Results from multivariate PCA, shown in Figure 12,
Table 3 and discussed in Section 3.7 are consistent with
bivariate analyses results, i.e., that the SEP spectral
properties are not governed by one or two physical
quantities.

4.1. Properties of SEP Spectral Fit Parameters

The differences between γa and γLo and EB and EI, as seen in
Figures 2 and 3 (result #1), demonstrate that, in general, the
SEP Band-parameters are not equivalent to the broken power-
law fit parameters, and that this is particularly true for SEP
events in which the Band function fits yield break energies
below ∼1MeV nucleon−1; here the low-energy SEP Band-
parameter “spectral slope” is not the same as the low-energy
power-law spectral index, i.e., the low-energy slope is not well
defined due to the limited energy range. The systematic manner
in which the difference γLo–γa behaves with respect to EB

arises due to the non-orthogonality of the Band function and
the intrinsic relationship between the fit parameters γa and EB,
which are both sensitive to the lower-energy portion of the
spectrum (see Figure 5(b)).

The narrower range and lower mean values of the low-
energy SEP Band-parameter along with the fact that γa< γb in
∼97% of the events (see Figures 4 and 5(a), result #2) shows
that the O spectrum is harder or flatter at low energies and
softens or steepens above the break energy. The strong positive
correlation between γa and EB seen in Figure 5(b) implies that
SEP events with flatter low-energy spectra transition or rollover
at lower break energies, while spectra that are steeper at low
energies transition at higher break energies. This is most likely
due to adiabatic deceleration of lower-energy ions combined
with the decreasing efficiency with which higher-energy
particles remain trapped near the CME shock (e.g., Zank
et al. 2000; Cohen et al. 2005).

The strong correlations between SEP Band-parameters γa,
γb, and EB for Fe and O shown in Figures 6 and 7 (result #3)
indicate that the spectral forms of different heavy ion species in
SEP events are governed by the same acceleration and transport
mechanisms. In particular, the spectral slopes above and below
the break energies for the two different species are similar,
while the Fe EB in a majority of SEP events are smaller than
those for O. This indicates that, in general, the acceleration and
transport processes tend to produce Fe spectra that rollover or
transition at lower energies (see, e.g., Mewaldt et al. 2005a).
Such spectral behavior was also seen during local IP-shock-
accelerated ESP events (Desai et al. 2004) and during the 2003
Halloween events (Cohen et al. 2005), and is consistent with
the energy-dependent decrease in the Fe/O ratio observed
during a majority of large SEP events (Desai et al. 2006). These
effects probably occur as a result of Q/M-dependent accelera-
tion and transport processes in which Fe ions, owing to their
smaller Q/M ratios, can escape from the CME-driven shock
region more easily than O ions with larger Q/M ratios. In these

types of models, the differences in the EB for Fe and O occur
because the scattering mean free paths and the diffusion
coefficients have a power-law dependence on ion rigidity that is
driven by a source of wave turbulence near the acceleration
region (Zank et al. 2000; Li et al. 2005, 2009). Paper 2
examines the power-law dependence of the break energies of
various heavy ion species (H–Fe) in these 46 SEP events in
more detail.
Results from a multivariate PCA (result #6, see Figure 12,

Section 3.7) are essentially consistent with the results obtained
from the bivariate analyses and the plots shown throughout the
paper, i.e., that the SEP spectral properties as described by the
SEP Band-parameters are neither ordered by one or two
physical quantities nor are they better organized by one or two
principal components. This implies that while the trends
between certain physical quantities, as revealed from the
bivariate analyses, are worth further consideration, in general,
the SEP spectral properties observed at 1 AU result from many
complex processes. These include Q/M-dependent acceleration
and transport, shock properties, and the origin of the seed
populations, all of which must be taken into account to develop
a comprehensive picture of CME-driven shock acceleration of
SEP events.

4.2. Seed Populations, Acceleration, and Transport Processes

While the Fe/O ratio at both energies is probably influenced
by the presence of Fe-rich flare material in the seed population
and also by the effects of Q/M-dependent acceleration and
transport mechanisms, the large enhancements in the 3He/4He
ratio over the average solar wind value unambiguously indicate
the presence of impulsive or flare material (e.g., Mason et al.
1999). Thus, the lack of correlation between γa and EB and the
3He/4He ratio shown in Figures 8–10 (result #4), indicates
that the low-energy spectral slope and the break energy are
independent of the origin of the seed population. On the other
hand, Figures 8(e) and 10(b) show that γb is anti-correlated
with both the ∼15–21MeV nucleon−1 Fe/O and the
∼0.5–2.0MeV nucleon−1 3He/4He ratios, respectively.
Although the correlation with 3He/4He ratio is significantly
weaker, this does indicate that SEP events with flatter spectra at
higher energy have substantial amounts of flare material in the
seed population, probably resulting in significantly larger Fe/O
ratios at ∼15–21MeV nucleon−1 when compared with the
corresponding solar wind values (also see Cohen et al. 2003).
Indeed, Table 2 shows that 4 out of the 7 SEP events that also
produced GLEs were Fe-rich at ∼15–21MeV nucleon−1, and 2
of these 4 SEP events also had finite 3He/4He ratios, consistent
with previous studies of Mewaldt et al. (2012). This probably
occurs because flare suprathermal ions are injected into the
acceleration process at higher energies, therefore reaching
higher energies than those injected with lower energies, such as
ambient coronal or suprathermal solar wind ions. Thus it
appears that the SEP spectral forms above the break energies
are critically dependent on the origin and composition of the
seed population; larger contributions of flare material tend to
produce higher Fe/O ratios and flatter spectra at higher
energies.
Further support for the above assertion is provided in

Figure 8 by the fact that the 5 SEP events with the steepest
spectra at higher energy, i.e., γb�5, also exhibit relatively low
values (∼0.1) for the Fe/O at ∼0.16–0.23MeV nucleon−1;
2 of these 5 events are associated with eastern hemisphere
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sources. Even though we excluded many SEP events associated
with central meridian and eastern hemisphere sources, the three
eastern hemisphere SEP events have (1) 3He/4He ratios of
∼1–2× 10−3, i.e., less than a factor of ∼5 enhancement over
the corresponding solar wind value, (2) Fe/O ratio of ∼0.1 at
∼0.16–0.23MeV nucleon−1 and < 0.1 at
∼15–21MeV nucleon−1 in two of the three events, and (3)
break energies <1MeV nucleon−1.

Although result #5 and Figure 11 show that the SEP Band-
parameters do not exhibit clear trends with either the source
longitude or the CME speed, we note that most SEP events
with γa> 2 and EB> 10MeV nucleon−1 are associated with
CMEs that have speeds <1500 km s−1. This implies that SEP
events with steeper O spectra at low energies and higher break
energies are typically associated with slower CMEs. In
contrast, SEP events associated with faster (>2000 km s−1)
CMEs have γa∼1–2; γb∼2–4, and EB∼1–10MeV
nucleon−1. Interestingly, these ranges are comparable to the
corresponding ranges observed during most of the 7 GLEs in
our survey: γa∼0.66–1.94; γb∼2.66–377, and EB∼
1.22–6.45MeV nucleon−1 (from Table 2 excluding event #1
for γa and γb, and event #2 for EB). Although CME speeds do
not indicate whether the associated SEP event will also produce
a GLE, these results have the following implications for
understanding SEP acceleration and transport mechanisms.
Slower CMEs that are relatively weak accelerators are
associated with SEP events with steeper O spectra at low
energy and have higher break energies, i.e., above
∼10MeV nucleon−1; slower CMEs are also associated with a
wide range of spectral slopes at low energy. In contrast, faster
CMEs tend to generate SEP events with flatter O spectra at low
energies that transition into relatively flat spectra at modest
break energies between ∼1 and 10MeV nucleon−1. As
discussed below, stronger Q/M-dependence is also associated
with modest break energies for O and Fe, and perhaps this also
indicates that the higher-energy spectrum in such events is
intense enough to contribute to the lower-energy portion of the
spectrum.

The above results are somewhat counter-intuitive since
higher break energies are typically attributed to more efficient
trapping and acceleration at the distant CME shock (e.g.,
Cohen et al. 2005; Li et al. 2009). However, a direct
consequence of stronger scattering may result in stronger

Q/M-dependence of the rollover or break energy (e.g., Li
et al. 2009), and this implies that the absolute value of O or
other heavy ion break energy is not indicative of the
acceleration or trapping efficiency of the CME shock. Instead,
as observed in the case of SEP events associated with GLEs
and those associated with faster CMEs, the simultaneous
occurrence of flat spectra at lower and higher energies is
perhaps more indicative of the acceleration efficiency of the
CME shock (also see Paper 2). This is consistent with the
results of Mewaldt et al. (2012), who pointed out that flat
spectra at higher energies are essential for an SEP event to have
sufficiently high intensities above ∼100sMeV and result in a
GLE. In such events, stronger scattering processes produce
stronger Q/M-dependent break energies for the different heavy
ion species which result in O spectra rolling over at modest
break energies.
To test and investigate this further, we plot (Figure 13(a)) the

difference γb–γa versus EFe/EO, i.e., the ratio of the Fe and O
break energies. Also identified are 9 SEP events associated
with CMES faster than 2000 km s−1 (red), with GLEs (green),
and with fast CMEs and GLEs (blue). As expected, the energy
spectra in SEP events associated with GLEs and faster CMEs
steepen between ∼1 and 3 units at higher energy and exhibit
EFe/EO�2, with 7 of the 9 events having EFe/EO∼0.2–0.6,
indicating significantly lower values for Fe EB compared with
O EB. Thus, SEP events associated with faster CMEs and GLEs
exhibit strong Q/M-dependence in the break energies for
different heavy ion species and relatively flat spectra below the
break energies that steepen only slightly at higher energies,
indicating stronger or more efficient trapping and acceleration
at near-Sun CME shocks. Figures 13(b) and (c) show that 4 of
these 10 events are also Fe-rich at ∼15–21MeV nucleon−1

(and 2 GLEs are also 3He-rich), which indicates the presence of
larger amounts of flare material in the seed population. Because
of the remote location of the CME shock, our results cannot
rule out or be considered to favor SEP models that invoke
shock obliquity and preferentially inject coronal or solar-wind-
like material at quasi-parallel shocks and flare suprathermals at
quasi-perpendicular shocks (e.g., Tylka & Lee 2006). None-
theless, our observations appear to be somewhat at odds with
the models of Ng et al. (2003) and Tylka & Lee (2006), where
strong scattering and Q/M-dependent rollovers occur predo-
minantly at quasi-parallel shocks with lower injection

Figure 13. (a) The difference in O SEP Band-parameters γb–γa vs. the ratio of spectral break of energies of Fe and O, EFe/EO. The 15–21 MeV nucleon−1 Fe/O ratio
vs. (b) γb-γa and (c) EFe/EO. Red dots indicate CMEs with speeds >2000 km s−1; green dots are GLEs; blue dots are fast (>2000 km s−1) CMEs and GLEs; all other
events are in black. Vertical yellow bands in (a) and (c) show a 20% spread around EFe/EO=1. Horizontal yellow bands in (b) and (c) show a 20% spread around the
∼5–12 MeV nucleon−1 average Fe/O (=0.134) measured in several large gradual SEP events (taken from Reames 2013). (For further discussion see Section 4.2.)
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thresholds, which preferentially accelerate coronal or solar
wind-like material. Furthermore, in these models, quasi-
perpendicular shocks with higher injection thresholds accel-
erate flare suprathermals, and the absence of strong scattering
produces modest Q/M-dependence in the break energies (see,
e.g., Li et al. 2009). However, we note that Zank et al. (2006)
did report strong scattering effects near a perpendicular IP
shock observed by ACE at 1 AU; therefore an open question is
whether many of the near-Sun quasi-perpendicular CME
shocks are also associated with strong scattering and efficient
trapping. This question will be addressed by the two future
inner heliospheric missions Solar Orbiter and Solar
Probe Plus.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have surveyed the properties of ∼0.1–100MeV
nucleon−1 O and Fe fluence spectra during 46 isolated, large
gradual SEP events observed at 1 AU during solar cycles 23
and 24. In most cases, the SEP spectra are well represented by
the Band function with four fit parameters: a normalization
constant, a low-energy spectral slope, a high-energy spectral
slope, and a break energy. Our main results are summarized in
Figure 14. Our results show that the low- and high-energy O
and Fe spectral slopes are similar to each other and that most
SEP spectra steepen above the break energy, probably due to
similar acceleration and transport processes affecting the heavy
ion species, which include adiabatic deceleration of the lower-
energy ions and the decreasing efficiency with which higher-
energy particles remain trapped near the CME shock. SEP
spectral forms above the break energies depend on the origin
and composition of the seed population; larger contributions of
flare material tend to produce higher Fe/O ratios and flatter
spectra at higher energies. SEP events with steeper O spectra at
low energies and higher break energies are typically associated
with slower CMEs. Those associated with CMEs faster than
∼2000 km s−1 and GLEs have harder or flatter spectra at low
and high energies and O break energies between ∼1 and

10MeV nucleon−1. The latter population of SEP events is also
3He-rich and Fe-rich at higher energies, with Fe spectra that
rollover or transition at lower energies compared with the O
spectra probably due to Q/M-dependent acceleration and
transport processes in which Fe ions, owing to their smaller
Q/M ratios, can escape from the CME-driven shock region
more easily than O ions with larger Q/M ratios. In summary,
SEP spectral properties observed at 1 AU result from many
complex and competing effects, such as Q/M-dependent
scattering during acceleration and transport, CME shock
properties, and the origin of the seed populations, all of which
must be considered in developing a comprehensive picture of
CME-driven shock acceleration of SEP events.
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